Details of the structure refinement and coordinate tables
Indexing was successfully carried out by introducing 22 extracted peaks in TREOR90. The true solution (a=5.40, b=5.56, c=10.63 Å, α=80.55, β=69.50, γ=58.23°, V=255 Å 3 ) had the best FOM [M(20)=10; F(20)=57 (0.0127, 28)]. The model-free profile refinement with Dajust, 1 using Mythen-II data, confirmed the unit cell: a= 5.3895(5), b= 5.5564(4), c= 10.6204(7)Å, α= 80.717(8), β= 69.485(6), γ= 58.370(7)°, R wp = 0.035; χ 2 = 1.44. The corresponding reduced unit cell at the end of the Rietveld refinement is a= 5.3329(1), b= 5.3871(1), c= 10.0735(1) Å, α= 80.476(1), β= 87.020(1), γ= 62.383(1)°, V= 252.8 Å 3 .
The crystal structure was solved by applying cluster-based Patterson-function direct methods in (Xlens_PD6 2 ). The number of reflections was 253 for a resolution limit Figure S5 . Spin correlations as a function of temperature for sites on neighboring cells along the a cell vector (in neighboring stripes) and along the b cell vector (within a stripe). The intrastripe correlations are evident already at high temperatures, but would only reach unity at very low temperature, which means that the stripes are not completely ordered in the experimental range.
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